


On behalf of the Goddard Engineers, Scientists & Technicians Association (GESTA), IFPTE Local 29; the 

GESTA Executive Council (EC) members; and myself, we are grateful for the efforts you have made towards 

Management's obligations under the President’s Executive Order 13522.  In particular the invitation to Labor to 

address all of GSFC’s Supervisor's the year before last year in December was a great idea and deeply valuable to 

Labor. Much more work needs to be done; however, and we must continue to strive for improvement in all that we 

do for NASA and our working relationships. 

The GESTA  Executive Council and I look forward toward building a strong and healthy working relationship 

with you and GSFC Management for the mutual benefit of our NASA mission, our employees, and the American 

people.  GESTA  is deeply committed to our Bargaining Unit Employees (BUE’s) and to the NASA mission.  I have 

said that Management and Labor more often than not share the same goals, but our paths toward achieving those 

goals are different. The art of diplomacy and negotiation often means that neither side gets everything that they 

want, but that everyone gets what they can live with. I believe that the compromise solution is often the best 

solution for all parties involved. At this time; however, I would say the overall Labor-Management relations are not 

especially good, because there are quite a number of employee matters and other issues, such as EPCS, which 

remain unresolved for quite some time. It’s never appropriate that Management refuse to abide by our agreement.

It is my sincerest hope that Management and Labor can continue to work together for the mutual benefit of 

NASA and for all of our employees, i.e., rank and file employees and Managers alike, in the spirit of cooperation 

and collaboration as called upon us in the President’s Executive Order 13522.

Best Regards,

Anel Flores, President GESTA IFPTE Local 29

NASA GSFC Mail code 220.9

8800 Greenbelt Road

Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

Tel: (301) 286-7841 (office)
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How Does GSFC Address Toxic Managers? – GSFC does not appear to have either a 

process or effective means of addressing toxic managers. The Collective Bargaining 

Agreement (CBA) does encourages GESTA to raise issues of toxic managers to the Labor 

Relations Office (LRO), which GESTA has done, but it’s not clear that much is being done 

about this matter. Additionally, issues raised by GESTA or employees regarding hostile work 

environments are supposed to be investigated by Management, but again it doesn't appear that 

this is consistent and it does not appear that it is being done in all cases. For instance, one 

Manager has created a toxic work environment for several years at a GSFC facility; but nothing 

has been done regarding this particular manager. There are other troubling matters that remain 

unresolved. 

Proposed Remedy:

 GESTA Strongly recommends that a process be developed to effectively deal with toxic 

managers and hostile work environments.

 Declarations of hostile work environments must be appropriately investigated and dealt 

with by Management.

 GESTA strongly recommends that the supervisory feedback survey be reinstated at GSFC 

and at NASA. In that way Management would be able to learn of problems in 

organizations, and toxic managers could be identified sooner as opposed to allowing 

these problems to continue to languish as in some instances for years.
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Adverse Impacts of Institutionalized Discrimination – A number of our BUE’s specifically women and 

minorities, in particular, are being adversely affected by institutional discrimination, which prevents them from 

being assigned to high level positions in flight projects; many Management and Senior Level Management 

positions; leads on technical teams; etc. This problem has been know for some time; however, Center 

Management has not resolved to stop these problems from occurring. A number of recommendations have 

been made to the EEOC office, but it does not appear that those recommendations have been adopted by 

Management. There are specific examples of highly qualified BUE’s being removed from MSE positions, 

without any due process or basis in merit. For example, one women was informed by the Project Manager that 

he was not comfortable with her even though PM had not worked with her and she was highly qualified.

Proposed Remedy:

 Too much power is given to Flight Project Managers who are able to select employees on their teams or 

to remove them without due process. Highly qualified women and minorities have been excluded from 

flight project work too often for outrageous claims not based on merit. Branch and Directorate 

Management must have the authority to assign project personnel based on the merits and not other 

factors.

 Appropriate review of project team member assignments, in particulate high level assignments, should be 

made by a qualified panel, which can override the Project Manager, etc. Additionally, employees removed 

from Flight Project work must have some degree of due process.

 Employees must be properly informed of their assignments and if they will not be assigned in a timely 

manner.

 Training in matters of Inclusion and Diversity needs to be mandatory for Managers and employees alike. 

All too often training is mandatory for employees, but not for Management officials who make the work 

assignments and who can adversely affect the workforce.

 Project and Flight Projects in particular needs to be able to accept newer engineers, with oversight by 

other more senior engineers, as part of their technical training and development. In some instances, our 

employees are not being appropriately trained and developed.
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NASA GSFC has refused to provide the Employee Performance Communication System (EPCS) 

Information to GESTA – GSFC Management has not provided EPCS information to GESTA for the past 

three years in violation of the GSFC-GESTA agreement. Although, we’ve repeatedly requested the 

information. GESTA did receive such information on a regular basis before the last three years. We have 

been informed by GSFC Management that because of an EEO case submitted by employees regarding 

the racial disparities in the EPCS data over the past eight (8) years that NASA HQ has ordered that the 

information be withheld from GESTA and other unions (we have been informed about the exception of the 

Ames union which requires the information be provided via their Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)). 

Although, the GSFC-GESTA agreement requires that Management provide GESTA with EPCS information 

GESTA request Management has refused to do so.

Proposed Remedy:

 The GSFC-GESTA contract requires that the EPCS information be provided to GESTA upon request, 

which GESTA has repeatedly requested and Management has refused to so. 

 In withholding legitimate information from GESTA the appearance is that NASA is attempting to 

penalize or to retaliate against GESTA  and other Labor unions due to employees exercising their EEO 

rights.

 GESTA insists that the latest GSFC EPCS analysis be provided to GESTA as soon as possible as has 

been done in earlier years.

 As a result of the noted racial disparities noted in the Agency EPCS data over the past seven (8) years 

GESTA is in favor of pass/fail for EPCS, with a panel of subject matter experts to review distinguished 

accomplishments.
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Office Space Issue – GESTA raised this issue at our meetings before as well, along with our concerns about 

different office space policies that exist in the different Directorates and even in different divisions and 

Branches. The CBA requires that all Bargaining Unit Employees (BUEs) be treated fairly and equitably in all 

workplace matters. GESTA has been in communication with Code 200 regarding the new GPR. GESTA is 

opposed to “cubicle farms” on Center for our BUEs, which we believe will do far more harm than good based 

on numerous studies. GESTA is opposed to any substantial reductions in office space allocated to employees. 

It appears to GESTA that GSFC does not strictly have an space space problem, but it does have a distribution 

problem. It worth noting the President’s E.O. 13589 calls for “Promoting Efficient Spending” and not for 

reductions in footprint as OPM is claiming; hence, there is a disconnect there.

Proposed Remedies:

 Continue to use Federal government standards regarding office space allocation, without further 

reductions in employees’ appropriately allocated office spaces.

 GESTA believes it is unfair to have the same space allocations for GS-7 through GS-14 personnel. We 

feel that this will allow management to subjectively retaliate against some personnel while subjectively 

rewarding others. It also sends the undesirable message that seniority (in accomplishments and/or time 

in grade) means nothing. Office space needs to be distributed with appropriate consideration to time in 

service and Grade. 

 GESTA wants Management and Labor to understand precisely what the space problems are, based on 

the results of the office space survey. GSFC needs to look closely at under-utilized space (conference 

rooms, etc.) and to consider construction options like putting up (flexible) walls and adding doors to allow 

for employee privacy. If done properly this would not be a major cost issue.

 GESTA wants office space allocations distributed fairly to all employees including rank and file employees 

and Management as well.

 An expansion of telework for BUEs who want that option could reduce the pressure for office space.

 GESTA wants Management to stop the inappropriate practice of reducing BUE’s office space to punish 

them or to force them to retire.
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Mandatory Gobbs Ads – Due to the continued racial disparities noted in 

the Agency’s EPCS data over an eight (8) year period and other disparity 

issues at GSFC. GESTA is in favor of making the Gobbs ads mandatory 

for all details, or similar opportunities, for Bargaining unit employees 

(BUE’s) with appropriately approved and documented exceptions by 

Senior level Management. The Exceptions need to be adequately 

documented and approved at an appropriate Management level such as 

at the Directorate, or possibly at the Center level or as delegated by 

Management.

Proposed Remedy:

 GESTA Strongly recommends that all details, or similar opportunities 

be mandatory with noted exceptions.

 The Exceptions need to be adequately documented and approved at 

an appropriate Management level such as at the Directorate or 

Division level, or possibly at the Associate Director level.
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Full Cost Accounting and Leave – Many GSFC employees are still 

being restricted in their ability to be able to travel and attend conferences. 

Our scientists and researchers need to be able to travel and attend 

conferences in order to collaborate and to innovate. The travel restrictions 

are still viewed as a problem by many of our scientists and researchers. 

These travel restrictions are adversely impacting research, collaboration 

and innovation at NASA.

Proposed Remedy:

 Center Management needs to voice our employees concerns to 

NASA HQ so that many of these existing travel restrictions to 

conferences can be alleviated.
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Innovation and Obstacles – Administrator Charles Bolden (5/14/2015) 

and GSFC Center Director Chris Scolese (5/29/2015) sent NASA 

employees emails concerning innovation.  GESTA agrees with the 

importance of innovation at NASA.  However, GESTA feels significant 

obstacles to innovation exist.  Some of these obstacles are issues 

GESTA has raised at prior meetings, including full cost accounting and 

the expanding NASA bureaucracy, including bureaucracy inconsistent 

with low budget Class D missions.  IRADs were mentioned as an 

option, and IRADs are valuable.  However, IRAD funding is limited and 

is typically focuses on specific issues.  How do a greater number of 

NASA employees obtain the time and the charge numbers under full 

cost accounting to do innovative and necessary work?

Proposed Remedy:

GESTA recommends that Management consider the provision of 

additional mechanisms to allow a greater number of NASA 

employees to perform innovative and necessary work.
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Unnamed Diversity Awards –Although, Goddard has Diversity awards 

they aren’t named after women or minorities, and it appears that 

Goddard awards are named after white males only. Although, there 

have been women and minorities who have had successful careers at 

Goddard no Goddard award is named after them. It’s long overdue that 

Goddard name some of its awards after women and minorities, which 

will help in demonstrating its principles of diversity and inclusion. 

Proposed Remedy:

 GESTA strongly recommends that Management name of it’s awards 

after prominent women and minority employees. 

 Specifically, GESTA strongly recommends that Goddard name one of 

its Diversity awards after Dr. Mario Acuna, a former Goddard Senior 

Astrophysicist, who was a major pioneer in the field of planetary 

magnetism.
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 GESTA

 Office:  Building 23, Room N209. Conference room: building 23, room W135 

 Mailing Address:  

GESTA, IFPTE Local 29

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

Building 23, Mail Code 220.9

8800 Greenbelt Road

Greenbelt, MD 20771

 Phone:  301-286-2066 (with voice mail); Fax:  301-286-0312

 Website:  www.GESTA-Goddard.org 
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Name Position Phone Email

Anel Flores President 6-7841 Anel.Flores@nasa.gov

Walter Flournoy Executive Vice President 6-3775 Walter.T.Flournoy@nasa.gov

Stephen Leete Secretary 6-9093 Stephen.Leete@nasa.gov

Edwin Fung Treasurer 6-7347 Edwin.H.Fung@nasa.gov

David Quinn Area Vice-President 6-6681 David.A.Quinn@nasa.gov

Frank Kirchman Area-Vice President 6-1218 Frank.J.Kirchman@nasa.gov

Alvin Boutte Area-Vice President 6-2128 Alvin.J.Boutte@nasa.gov

Tryshanda Moton Area-Vice President 6-6849 Tryshanda.T.Moton@nasa.gov

David R. Williams Area-Vice President 6-1258 David.R.Williams@nasa.gov


